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ABSTRACT 

 

The software technology is advancing rapidly over the years. In order to adapt to this 

advancement, the employees on software development should renew themselves consistently. 

During this rapid change, it is vital to train the proper software developer with respect to the 

criteria desired by the industry. Therefore, the curriculum of the programs related to software 

development at the universities should be revised according to software industry requirements. 

In this study, the core part of Software Development Curriculum is determined by applying 

association rule mining on Software Job ads in Turkey. The courses in the core part are chosen 

with respect to IEEE/ACM computer science curriculum. As a future study, it is also important 

to gather the academic personnel and the software company professionals to determine the 

compulsory and elective courses so that newly graduated software developers can easily adapt 

to the software projects in the market without taking extra training. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

There are many departments that give education in software development in bachelor degree, 

such as Software Engineering, Computer Engineering, Computer Science or Mathematics 

Computer.  All graduates in the market generally use software engineer, software specialist or 

software developer titles in Turkey. Actually, software engineering is used instead of software 

development for the most of time. Therefore, it is very vital to determine the common core part of 

the curriculums of these departments. Software development is an engineering practice that 

includes the topics such as design, implementation and maintenance [1]. In the last 30 years, the 

importance of software development has increased and it has been growing continuously [2]. 
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This increasing importance and rapid change forced the software education to be adaptive to the 

market needs. Increasing costs in the software industry, applied wrong strategies, the desires to 

rise in quality and performance issues and so fast technology changes had revealed the need to 

educate experts in the field and qualified software developers. Therefore, the university-industry 

collaboration has gained utmost importance. 

 

Zhengyu stated that a lot of strong software professionals were urgently required in the 

community but employers felt that the graduates had the software talent shortage while a 

considerable number of graduates could not find a suitable position [3]. 

 

In another study, Kuang and Han proposed the methods of teaching reform as guided by market 

demand, to update the teaching content, to optimize the teaching methods, to reform the teaching 

practice, to strengthen the teacher-student exchange and to promote teachers and students 

together because software development training could not meet the needs of the community [4]. 

Among the software development departments, software Engineering (SE) is the fastest-evolving 

engineering discipline that has ability to provide tools and methods for all areas of society [5]. 

This situation increases the responsibility of SE education to prepare SE professionals for the 

industry by providing them with skills to meet the expectations of the software industry. 

Innovations and improvements in the curriculum are required to bridge academia-industry gap [6] 

since SE education has inability to provide students with large-scale software development 

experiences [7]. However, only universities can produce highly skilled professionals who can 

satisfy the needs of software industry by taking into account different standards, frameworks and 

recommendations developed by interest groups [8]. 

 

A study presented software engineering education evolvement in Turkey to provide an 

assessment of SE curriculum in Turkish Universities with respect to IEEE/ACM guidelines given 

in SEEK (2004) and to provide a guideline to universities conducting an SE programme at 

undergraduate level to align their course curriculum with IEEE/ACM guidelines [9]. 

 

Students should have necessary background of programming experience for the study of software 

engineering concepts in their curriculums. In order to satisfy this condition, the current software 

engineering guidelines include concepts and programming paradigms that must be mastered 

through study and practice. The well-known guideline for software engineering curricula is 

recommended by IEEE/ACM. This guideline gives the standards related to course scheduling, 

faculty preparation, student loads, hardware and software resources, instructional materials and 

curriculum development. ACM published “Curriculum Guidelines for Undergraduate Degree 

Programs in Software Engineering (SE2004)” to provide guidance to academic institutions and 

accreditation agencies about what should constitute an undergraduate software engineering 

education [10]. 

 

This study is related to curriculum development and human resources in software development. 

In addition, association rule mining on software job ads is applied. There are similar studies in 

literature as follows. Chien and Chen developed a data mining framework for personnel selection 

to explore the association rules between personnel characteristics and work behaviors, including 

work performance and retention. Moreover, they used decision tree analysis to discover latent 

knowledge and extract the rules to assist in personnel selection decisions [11]. 
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Mohsin, Ahmad, Din, Mahamud and Din proposed an intelligent model that is aimed at 

facilitating key workers select suitable trainees for a training program. In this study, trainees 

dataset was mined using association rule to discover important personality characteristics. Their 

model produced an efficient selection process and suitable trainees [12]. 

 

In another study, Ali and Rajamani presented the solution for selecting appropriate talented 

personnel resumes without risk factors using association rule mining. The practical experimental 

results obtained from the proposed model encouraged human resource department to take prompt 

decisions for recruiting talented personnel accurately without wasting interviewers’ time of 

employer and employee. Also, they indicated that the proposed system reduced frequent 

resignations, improved performance of talented personnel without training cost and continuous 

monitoring [13]. 

 

Finally, Smith and Ali indicated that today’s rapid changing and competitive environment 

required educators to stay alongside of the job market in order to prepare their students for the 

jobs being demanded. They also implied that data mining methods were suitable for this kind of 

analysis due to the large volume of job data generated through the web instead of the classical 

data analysis methods. Their study illustrated the experience with employing mining techniques 

to understand the trend in IT Technology jobs. At the end, collected data from an online agency 

was analysed to reach a conclusion about the trends in the job market [14]. 

 

In this study, the core part of Software Development Curriculum is determined by applying 

association rule mining on Software Job ads in Turkey. As a result, software engineering or 

related fields that give education in software development should include these core courses in 

their curriculum in order to adapt the software development industry in Turkey. 

 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:  The second chapter makes mention of association 

rules and the third chapter depicts how to apply association rule mining on software ads. The 

fourth chapter gives results and discussion with respect to the association rule mining. Finally, 

the fifth chapter gives the conclusion. 

 

2. ASSOCIATION RULES   
 

One of the important tasks for Knowledge Discovery in data is Association Rule Mining which is 

a well-known procedure in data mining. In its basic structure, every association rule fulfilling the 

minimum support and confidence are extracted [15]. The general purpose of an association rule A 

=> B is to denote that records possessing attribute A also tend to possess attribute B. The aim is 

to find association rules which are considered sufficiently interesting as defined by one or more 

measures. Most common formulas for support and confidence are as follows [16]: 

 

Support(A=>B)=  �|�∧�|�
|�|

                                      (1) 

 

Confidence(A=>B) = 
�|�∧�|�

||	||
                                    (2) 

 

where  |D| indicates total number of records and ||A|| refers to total number of record including 

A. 
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2.1. Apriori Algorithm  
 

Apriori is an algorithm which is developed for common set learning mining on transactional 

database and association rule learning [17]. Apriori uses a level-wise search, where k-itemsets are 

used to explore (k+1) itemsets. First, the set of frequent 1-itemsets denoted by L1 is found by 

scanning the dataset to find the count for each item, and collecting those items satisfying 

minimum support. Then, L1 is used to find L2, the set of frequent 2-itemsets, which is used to 

find L3, and so on, until no more frequent k-item sets can be found. The finding of each Lk 

requires one full scan of the dataset. The Apriori property is used to improve the efficiency of the 

level-wise generation of frequent item sets by reducing the search space [18]. 

 

The Apriori property is based on the following interpretations. By definition, if an item set I does 

not satisfy the minimum support threshold, min_sup, then I is not frequent (P(I)<min_sup). If an 

item A is added to the item set I, then the resulting item set cannot happen more frequently than I. 

Therefore, I U A is not frequent either (P(I U A) < min_sup ) [18]. 

 

3. ASSOCIATION RULE MINING ON SOFTWARE JOB ADS 

 
3.1 Collecting Data 

 
The data used in this study is taken from one of the popular job recruitment site in Turkey and 

currently available ads about software are examined from 5 big cities that are Istanbul (European 

Side), Istanbul (Asian Side), Ankara, Izmir and Bursa. At the end feature list and sub-categories 

are prepared with respect to job ads for using in the data set [19]. 

 

653 software job ads in 5 big cities are collected from this job recruitment site in Excel format. 

Finally, 30 main features are determined for finding suitable candidates for the position as shown 

in Tab. A.I in Appendix. 

 

3.2 Data Processing 
 

After creating the initial dataset, it is observed that the year of experience in software features can 

be important. Consequently, 30 features and some information within these features have been 

separated. For example, considering the experience in programming languages on the job 

recruitment site, programming languages are divided into 8 pieces as C, C++, C#, Java, Php, 

Objective C and the other programming languages. On the other hand, experience levels are 

divided into 7 as 0 (Not Acknowledged), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 5+ (Years). Programming language and 

experience level features are combined for simplicity. For example, if C# feature contains 2, at 

least 2 year-experience is required. In addition, as example qualifications in the special 

programming techniques are grouped and new features are created under new names as Software 

Architecture Methodologies, Software Patterns, Programming Paradigms and Other Software 

Development Processes as shown in Tab. A.II in Appendix. Finally, 653 ads are entered for the 

features in Table A.II. 

 

Then, the data is visualized in terms of database systems, programming languages, Front-end 

technologies and other software technologies. As shown in Fig. 1, the leading database systems in 
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job ads are MS SQL, Oracle and MySql. The mostly used programming languages are C#, Java 

and C++ in job ads as depicted in Fig. 2 

 
 

Figure 1. The leading database systems in software job ads 

 

 
 

Figure 2. The leading programming languages in job ads 

 

In similar way, Fig. 3 shows the leading front-end development technologies in job ads where 

Javascript is prominent technology for front-end development. The other software technologies 

such as software architecture, software paradigms and web services are essential as shown in Fig. 

4. 

 
 

Figure 3. The leading Front-end technologies in job ads 
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Figure 4.  The leading software technologies in job ads 

 

3.3 Applying Apriori Algorithm 

 
Fig. 1, Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 above give the frequencies of related technologies but they don’t 

give which technologies are related to each other. Moreover, one job ad can contain more than 

one software technology at the same time. For this purpose, association rule mining by using 

apriori algorithm is applied in assessment. Different combinations trying out through the features 

analysis has been done. Minimum support value has been taken as 0.1 and confidence value has 

been taken as 0.5 in the analysis process. At the end, 54 rules are determined regarding software 

development. 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
The rules obtained by apriori algorithm are divided into 3 parts as follows: 

 

1. Programming languages, frameworks and databases  

 

2. Front-end web technologies 

 

3. Web services, software architectures and programming paradigms  

 

There are 23 rules related to programming languages, frameworks and databases as shown Tab. 

1. If the result sides of these rules are noted, Education_Level=3 (B.Sc. Degree), Position=1 

(Software Specialist) are prominent results. On the left side of rule 1, {Java=0} condition means 

that Java is necessary but the year of experience is not important. The same thing can be said for 

C# if the rule 8 is considered. While 87% of ads that want Java experience require at least B.Sc. 

degree (Rule 1), 74% of ads that want C# experience require at least B.Sc. degree (Rule 14). It 

can be argued from these rules that the university degree is more important in Java than C#. 

Looking at rules 6 and 12, the similar result can be obtained for Oracle (79%) and MS SQL 

Server (75%). The rules 4 (80%), 5 (80%) show that the ads seeking for C# experience with 

MS.NET or ASP.NET framework experience categorize the job seekers as Software Specialists.  

In rule 2, the same result can be obtained for 82% of ads seeking for C# experience with MS SQL 

Server experience. From the rule 4, 5 and 7, it can be concluded that Job seekers knowing C# 

should have enough experience in MS.NET, ASP.NET framework and MS SQL Server. If the 

rule 8 is compared with the rule 21, it can be said that while 77% of the ads seeking for C# 
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categorize the job seekers as Software Specialist, the corresponding ratio for Java is 67%.  From 

these rules, it can be decided that C# experience more valuable for the software firms in Turkey. 

The similar result is valid for MS SQL Server (75% in rule 13) and Oracle (71% in rule 18). 

Another interesting result can be obtained from the rules 22 and 23 that Oracle ads and Java ads 

are separated from each other. However, C# and MS SQL Server are combined in rules 2 and 15. 

It means that Oracle and Java are complicated technologies that cannot be known by one 

specialist while C# and MS SQL Server are moderate technologies that can be known by one 

specialist. 

 
Table 1. Rule Extraction for Programming Languages Frameworks and Database through the Apriori 

Algorithm 

 
No Rule Confidence 

Value 

1 If {Java=0} ==> Education_Level =3 0.87 

2 If {C#=0 ∩ MSSQL=0} ==> Position =1 0.82 

3 If {Other_Languages =0} ==> Position=1 0.81 

4 If {C#=0 ∩ AspDotNetFramework=0} ==> Position =1 0.80 

5 If {C#=0 ∩ DotNetFramework=0} ==> Position =1 0.80 

6 If {Oracle=0} ==> Education_Level =3 0.79 

7 If {AspDotNetFramework =0} ==> C#=0 0.78 

8 If {C#=0} ==> Position=1 0.77 

9 If {DotNetFramework=0} ==> Position =1 0.76 

10 If {DotNetFramework=0} ==> Education_Level =3 0.75 

11 If {AspDotNetFramework=0} ==> Position =1     0.75 

12 If {MSSQL=0} ==> Education_Level =3 0.75 

13 If {MSSQL=0} ==> Position =1 0.75 

14 If {C#=0} ==> Education_Level=3  0.74 

15 If {C#=0 ∩ MSSQL=0} ==> Education_Level =3  0.73 

16 If {C#=0 ∩ DotNetFramework=0} ==> Education_Level =3 0.73 

17 If {Other_Languages=0} ==> Education_Level =3 0.72 

18 If {Oracle=0} ==> Position =1 0.71 

19 If {DotNetFramework =0} ==> C#=0     0.68 

20 If {AspDotNetFramework=0} ==> Education_Level =3 0.67 

21 If {Java=0} ==> Position =1 0.67 

22 If {Java=0} ==> Education_Level =3 ∩ Position =1 0.60 

23 If {Oracle=0} ==> Education_Level =3 ∩ Position =1 0.56 

 

20 rules are available about front-end web technologies as shown in Tab. 2.  The rule 24 indicates 

that 83% of ads that want ajax knowledge require javascript as well (year of experience is not 

important). Moreover, 81% of ads that include ajax and software specialist together want 

javascript, too.  It can be understood from the rules 24 and 25 that ajax and javascript should be 

taught together. Similar results can be obtained for the rules 26, 27, 28, 30 in a way that there is a 

strong relationship among ajax, jquery, javascript, HTML and CSS in terms of software 

development education in front-end web technology. Also, the rules 32, 34, 36, 37 and 39 imply 

that at least B.Sc. degree is required at most of the times for front-end development. The rules 24 

and 43 show that while 83% of ads that want ajax knowledge require javascript, only 53% of ads 

that want javascript require ajax. From these rules, it can be extracted that javascript education is 

more fundamental than ajax for front-end education. Another important item for front-end 

development is XML as indicated in the rules 32, 33, 40 and 41. The rules 32 and 33 indicate that 
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the candidates knowing XML should have at least B.Sc. degree and be software specialist at an 

important level over 70%. The rules 40 and 41 imply the relation between XML and other web 

technologies HTML, CSS and web services. As 62% of ads requiring XML also want HTML and 

CSS (rule 40), 56% ads requiring XML want web services. These rules mean that XML is more 

common data format for data transfer in web platforms. Actually, a few ads include JSON data 

format but they are eliminated by apriori algorithm because of their low support count. It means 

that XML is more common in the market in Turkey.  

 
Table 2. Rule Extraction for Front-End Web Technologies through the Apriori Algorithm 

 

No Rule Confidence 

Value 

24 If {Ajax=0} ==> Javascript=0 0.83 

25 If {Ajax=0 ∩ Position =1} ==> Javascript=0 0.81 

26 If {Javascript=0} ==> HTML_CSS=0 0.81 

27 If {Ajax=0} ==> HTML_CSS=0 0.78 

28 If {Jquery=0} ==> HTML_CSS=0 0.78 

29 If {Ajax=0} ==> Position =1 0.78 

30 If {Jquery=0} ==> Javascript=0 0.76 

31 If {Ajax=0 ∩ Javascript=0} ==> Position =1 0.76 

32 If {XML=0} ==> Education_Level =3 0.75 

33 If {XML=0} ==> Position =1 0.71 

34 If {HTML_CSS=0} ==> Education_Level =3 0.70 

35 If {Javascript=0} ==> Position =1  0.68 

36 If {Ajax=0} ==> Education_Level =3 0.68 

37 If {Javascript=0} ==> Education_Level =3 0.67 

38 If {Education_Level =3 ∩ Javascript=0} ==> Position =1  0.67 

39 If {HTML_CSS=0 Javascript=0} ==> Education_Level =3 0.66 

40 If {XML=0} ==> HTML_CSS=0 0.62 

41 If {XML=0} ==> Web_Services=0 0.56 

42 If {HTML_CSS=0 ∩ Javascript=0} ==> Ajax=0 0.55 

43 If {Javascript=0} ==> Ajax=0 0.53 

 

11 rules are obtained related to web services, software architectures and programming paradigms 

as depicted in Tab. 3.  These rules mostly focus on B.Sc. degree and software specialist position. 

In fact, there are other ads focusing on other positions such as database administrator or software 

test specialist but they are eliminated because of their low support counts. This means that the 

most of software firms give ads focusing on software specialists as shown in rules 49, 51, 52. 

From the other perspective, software architectures, web services and programming paradigms 

(object oriented programming, functional programming etc.) topics are very special software 

technologies that should be carried out by software engineers or equivalents having at least B.Sc. 

degree as seen in rules 44, 45, 46, 47 and 48. The rules 53 and 54 imply B.Sc.  degree and 

software specialist position at the same time. 53% ads including web services imply B.Sc.  degree 

and software specialist position together (rule 53). The same thing is valid for programming 

paradigms (rule 54). The Programming paradigm stands for the styles of various programming 

languages such as Phyton, Lisp, F# and Objective-C.  
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Table 3. Rule Extraction for Web Services, Software Architectures and Programming Paradigms through 

the Apriori Algorithm 

 

No Rule Confidence 

Value 

44 If {Software_Architectures=0} ==> Education_Level =3 0.84 

45 If {Web_Services=0} ==> Education_Level =3 0.83 

46 If {Position=1 ∩ Web_Services=0} ==> Education_Level =3 0.80 

47 If {Programming_paradigms=0} ==> Education_Level =3 0.78 

48 If {Position=1 ∩ Programming_paradigms=0} ==> Education_Level =3 0.77 

49 If {Software_Architectures=0} ==> Position =1 0.68 

50 If {Programming_paradigms=0} ==> Position =1 0.68 

51 If {Education_Level =3 ∩ Programming_paradigms =0} ==> Position =1 0.67 

52 If {Education_Level =3 ∩ Web_Services=0} ==> Position =1 0.64 

53 If {Web_Sevices=0} ==> Education_Level =3 ∩ Position =1 0.53 

54 If {Programming_paradigms =0} ==> Education_Level =3 ∩ Position =1 0.53 

 

With respect to the rules above, the following courses should be included in Software 

Development Curriculum as compulsory core courses as shown in Tab. 4. These courses are 

compatible with IEEE/ACM computer science curriculum where it is dictated that successfully 

deploying an updated computer science curriculum at any individual institution requires 

sensitivity to local needs [20]. The rules above correspond to the local needs in Turkey. 

 

The rules 2, 10, 12 and 15 in Tab. 1 imply that MS SQL Server is a fundamental database system 

for software developers. Thus, Database Systems-I course focusing on relational database 

concept by MS SQL Server is included in the curriculum. In similar way, since Oracle is also 

very popular in the market according to the rules 6, 18, 23 in Tab. 1 Database Systems-II course 

focusing on Oracle should be involved. The most popular language in Turkey is C# on MS.Net 

framework according to the rules 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 16 and 19. Because the easiest way to start 

to learn C# is Windows Desktop environment, Desktop Programming course should be given in 

the curriculum.  The rules 1, 21, 22, 47, 48, 50, 51, and 54 in Tab. 1 indicate that Java language is 

second popular language in Turkey. Since Java includes all object-oriented principles Object-

Oriented Programming course applying the basic principles on Java is recommended. Web 

development can be divided into two parts as front-end and back-end web development. While 

the rules 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42 and 43 in Tab. 2 

imply Front-End Web Development course, the rules 4, 7, 11, 16, 19 in Tab. 2 involve Back-End 

Web Development. Front-end development should include HTML, CSS, Javascript, Jquery, 

Ajax, XML. Relating to the rules 4, 7, 11, 16, 19 in Tab. 1, the most popular back-end web 

programming is ASP.NET with C# in Turkey. As for the rules 47, 48, 50, 51, 54, the 

programming paradigm concept refers to various programming languages having different 

programming styles. As a result, Programming Language Concept lecture should be included in 

order to teach different programming languages such as Phyton, Lisp, F#, Objective-C. Finally, 

Software Architecture course is recommended as compulsory course since the rules 44 and 49 in 

Tab. 3 show the importance of software architectures focusing on multi-tier architectures and web 

services.  
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Table 4. The Core Part of Software Development Curriculum for Undergraduate Degree Programs 

 

Year/ 

Semester 

Related Tech. Course Name Related Rules 

2/1 MS SQL Server Database Systems-I 7, 12, 13, 15 

2/1 C#, MS.Net Framework Desktop Programming 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 

15, 19 

2/1 Java Object Oriented 

Programming 

1, 21, 22, 47, 48, 

50, 51, 54 

2/2 Oracle Database Systems-II 6, 18, 23 

2/2 HTML, CSS, JavaScript, 

Jquery, Ajax, XML 

Front-End Web 

Development 

24, 25, 26, 27, 

28, 29, 30, 31, 

32, 33, 34, 35, 

36, 37, 38, 39, 

40, 41, 42, 43  

3/1 ASP.NET Back-End Web 

Development 

4, 7, 11, 16, 19 

3/1 Phyton, Lisp, F#, 

Objective-C 

Programming Language 

Concepts 

47, 48, 50, 51, 54 

3/2 Web Services, Multi-Tier Software Architecture 44, 49 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 
Due to consistent growth in software market and rapid change in software technology, the 

adaption of software development curriculum is necessary with respect to criteria desired by 

software development industry.  

 

This study has a contribution to the literature in a way that it applies association rule mining on 

software job ads to help the managers decide on the software development curriculum. In this 

study, the software job ads regarding the first 5 cities having intensive ads are obtained from a 

famous Turkish employment web site. While determining the features required for association 

rule mining, the years of experience on software expertise areas is considered. After applying 

association rule mining, the rules related to desires of software companies are achieved. 

 

Considering the criteria owned by software job ads, it is investigated that practical part of 

software development education should be increased. Moreover, since the most of job ads seek 

the employee at minimum B.Sc. level, the importance of software engineering or related fields is 

increasing as well. As the companies request the new software technologies as well as 

fundamental programming abilities, it is vital to revise the software development curriculum at 

the universities. However, the most of them are very late to adapt their curriculums to the criteria 

of the companies. Actually, it not enough to revise the curriculums but also academic personnel 

in these departments should renew their knowledge on the new software technologies. 

 

Since there are many departments related to software development such as software engineering, 

computer engineering etc., it is necessary to determine the core courses of software development. 

For this purpose, the core courses are determined by using association rule mining on software 

job ads and IEEE/ACM computer science curriculum. The core courses should be common for all 

departments related to software development because they reflect the local need of the software 

development companies in Turkey. 
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As a future study, it is also important to gather the academic personnel and the software company 

professionals to focus on the hot software technologies. With respect to the results obtained from 

these meetings, the compulsory and elective lectures should be determined so that newly 

graduated software developers can easily adapt to the software projects in the market. As a result, 

it will be easier to find a job for them and to hire a proper developer for the companies without 

giving extra training. 
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Appendix  

 

Table AI. Main Features and Their Sub Details in Software Job Ads 
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Table AII. The Final Dataset Structure for Software Job Ads 

 

 


